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Abstract- Data de duplication is one of important data compression techniques eliminating duplicate copies of repeating 

data, and has been widely used in cloud storage to reduce the amount of storage space and save bandwidth. To protect the 

confidentiality of sensitive data while supporting de duplication, the convergent encryption technique has been proposed to 

encrypt the data before outsourcing. To better protect data security, this project makes the first attempt to formally 

address the problem of authorized data de duplication. Different from traditional de duplication systems, the differential 

privileges of users are further considered induplicate check besides the data itself. We also present several new de 

duplication constructions supporting authorized duplicate check in hybrid cloud architecture. Security analysis 

demonstrates that our scheme is secure in terms of the definitions specified in the proposed security model. As a proof of 

concept, the proposed work implements a prototype of our proposed authorized duplicate check scheme and conduct test 

bed experiments using our prototype. The proposed work shows that our proposed authorized duplicate check scheme 

incurs minimal overhead compared to normal operations. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 1.1 OVERVIEW 

              Cloud computing provides seemingly unlimited “virtualized” resources to users as services across the whole Internet, while 

hiding platform and implementation details. Today’s cloud service providers offer both highly available storage and massively 

parallel computing resources at relatively low costs. As cloud computing becomes prevalent, an increasing amount of data is being 

stored in the cloud and shared by users with specified privileges, which define the access rights of the stored data. One critical 

challenge of cloud storage services is the management of the ever-increasing volume of data. To make data management scalable 

in cloud computing, de duplication has been a well-known technique and has attracted more and more attention recently.  

Data de duplication is a specialized data compression technique for eliminating duplicate copies of repeating data in 

storage. The technique is used to improve storage utilization and can also be applied to network data transfers to reduce the number 

of bytes that must be sent. Instead of keeping multiple data copies with the same content, deduplication eliminates redundant data 

by keeping only one physical copy and referring other redundant data to that copy. De duplication can take place at either the file 

level or the block level. For filelevel de duplication, it eliminates duplicate copies of the same file. De duplication can also take 

place at the block level, which eliminates duplicate blocks of data that occur in non-identical files. Although data deduplication 

brings a lot of benefits, security and privacy concerns arise as users’ sensitive data are susceptible to both insider and outsider 

attacks. Traditional encryption, while providing data confidentiality, is incompatible with data deduplication.  

 

Specifically, traditional encryption requires different users to encrypt their data with their own keys. Thus, identical data 

copies of different users will lead to different cipher texts, making de duplication impossible. Convergent encryption has been 

proposed to enforce data confidentiality while making de duplication feasible.  

It encrypts/decrypts a data copy with a convergent key, which is obtained by computing the cryptographic hash value of 

the content of the data copy. After key generation and data encryption, users retain the keys and send the cipher text to the cloud. 

Since the encryption operation is Deterministic and is derived from the data content, identical data copies will generate the same 

convergent key and hence the same cipher text. To prevent unauthorized access, a secure proof of ownership protocol is also needed 

to provide the proof that the user indeed owns the same file when a duplicate is found. After the proof, subsequent users with the 

same file will be provided a pointer from the server without needing to upload the same file. A user can download the encrypted 

file with the pointer from the server, which can only be decrypted by the corresponding data owners with their convergent keys.  

 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

Literature survey is the most important step in software development process. Before developing the tool it is necessary to determine 

the time factor, economy and company strength. Once these things are satisfied, then the next step is to determine which operating 

system and language can be used for developing the tool. Once the programmers start building the tool the programmers need lot 

of external support. This support can be obtained from senior programmers, from book or from websites. Before building the system 

the above consideration are taken into account for developing the proposed system. 

The major part of the project development sector considers and fully survey all the required needs for developing the project. For 

every project Literature survey is the most important sector in software development process. Before developing the tools and the 
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associated designing it is necessary to determine and survey the time factor, resource requirement, man power, economy, and 

company strength. Once these things are satisfied and fully surveyed, then the next step is to determine about the software 

specifications in the respective system such as what type of operating system the project would require, and what are all the 

necessary software are needed to proceed with the next step such as developing the tools, and the associated operations 

[1] In this paper, they proposed an architecture that provides secure deduplication storage resisting brute force attacks, and realize 

it in a system called dupLESS . It enables clients encrypted data with an existing service. The encryption for deduplicated storage  

can achieve performance and space saving close to that of using the storage service with plaintext data. 

[2] There is a mechanism to reclaim space from incidental duplication to make it available for controlled file replication. This 

mechanism convergent encryption,  which enable duplicate files to be coalesced into the space file, even if the files are encrypted 

with different users keys.  

[3] It is a baseline approach in which each user holds an independent master key for encrypting the convergent keys and outsourcing 

them to the cloud.  However, such a baseline key management scheme generates an enormous number of keys with the increasing 

number of users and requires users to dedicatedly protect the master key. 

[4] In this project , they construct a private de duplication protocol based on the standard cryptographic assumptions is then 

presented and analyzed. They show that the private data de duplication protocol is probably secure assuming that the underlying 

hash function is collision-resilient, the discrete logarithm is hard and the erasure coding algorithm can erasure up to many fractions 

of the bits. 

[5] In this paper, they design an encryption scheme that guarantees semantic security for unpopular data and provides weaker 

security and better storage and bandwidth benefits for popular data. This way, data de duplication can be effective for popular data, 

whilst semantically secure encryption protects unpopular content. We show that our scheme is secure under the Symmetric External 

Decisional Diffie-Hellman Assumption. 

  

3.4 EXISTING SYSTEM 

Data de duplication systems, the private cloud are involved as a proxy to allow data owner/users to securely perform 

duplicate check with differential privileges. Such architecture is practical and has attracted much attention from researchers. The 

data owners only outsource their data storage by utilizing public cloud while the data operation is managed in private cloud. 

Data de duplication is a specialized data compression technique for eliminating duplicate copies of repeating data in 

storage. The technique is used to improve storage utilization and can also be applied to network data transfers to reduce the number 

of bytes that must be sent. Instead of keeping multiple data copies with the same content, de duplication eliminates redundant data 

by keeping only one physical copy and referring other redundant data to that copy. 

De duplication can take place at either the file level or the block level. For file level de duplication, it eliminates duplicate 

copies of the same file. De duplication can also take place at the block level, which eliminates duplicate blocks of data that occur 

in non-identical files. Identical data copies of different users will lead to different cipher texts, making de duplication impossible. 

 

3.4.1 Disadvantages 

➢ Traditional encryption, while providing data confidentiality, is incompatible with data de duplication. 

➢ Identical data copies of different users will lead to different cipher texts, making de duplication impossible. 

 

3.5 PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this proposed work, the system enhanced with security. Specifically, it present an advanced scheme to support stronger security 

by encrypting the file with differential privilege keys. In this way, the users without corresponding privileges cannot perform the 

duplicate check. Furthermore, such unauthorized users cannot decrypt the cipher text even collude with the S-CSP. Security analysis 

demonstrates that our system is secure in terms of the definitions specified in the proposed security model. 

Convergent encryption has been proposed to enforce data confidentiality while making de duplication feasible. It 

encrypts/decrypts a data copy with a convergent key, which is obtained by computing the cryptographic hash value of the content 

of the data copy. After key generation and data encryption, users retain the keys and send the cipher text to the cloud. Since the 

encryption operation is deterministic and is derived from the data content, identical data copies will generate the same convergent 

key and hence the same cipher text. To prevent unauthorized access, a secure proof of ownership protocol is also needed to provide 

the proof that the user indeed owns the same file when a duplicate is found.   

 

3.5.1 Advantages 

1. The user is only allowed to perform the duplicate check for files marked with the corresponding privileges. 

2. We present an advanced scheme to support stronger security by encrypting the file with differential privilege keys. 

3. Reduce the storage size of the tags for integrity check. To enhance the security of de duplication and protect the 

data confidentiality. 

 

METHODS AND ALGORTIHMS  

4.1 HARDWARE REQUIREMENT 

System             : Pentium IV 2.4 GHz 

 

Hard Disk        : 40 GB 

Floppy Drive   : 44 Mb 

Monitor            : 15 VGA Colour          
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 Ram    : 512 Mb 

 

4.2 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

Operating system  : Windows XP/7 

 IDE     : Eclipse 

 Coding Language : Java 

4.3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The system architecture establishes the basic structure of the system, defining the essential core design features and elements that 

provide the framework for the system. The systems architecture provides the architects view of the users’ vision for what the system 

needs to be and do, and the paths along which it must be able to evolve and strives to maintain the integrity of that vision as it 

evolves during detailed design and implementation.  

 
Fig. 4.1 Architecture of the system 

MODULES 

• User Module 

• Data entry module 

• Secure DE duplicate System 

• Download file 

Use module 

• In this module, Users are having authentication and security to access the detail which is presented in the ontology system. 

Before accessing or searching the details user should have the account in that otherwise they should register first. At the 

very least, you need to provide an email address, username, password, display name, and whatever profile fields you have 

set to required. The display name is what will be used when the system needs to display the proper name of the user. 

Data entry module 

• The user can start up the server after cloud environment is opened. Then the user can enter details to the cloud. 

Secure DE duplicate System 

To support authorized de duplication the tag of a file F will be determined by the file F and the privilege. To show the difference 

with traditional notation of tag, we call is file token instead. To support authorized access a secret key KP will be bounded with a 

privilege p to generate a file Token. De duplication exploits identical content, while encryption attempts to make all content appear 

random; the same content encrypted with two different keys results in very different cipher text. Thus, combining the space 

efficiency of de duplication with the secrecy aspects of encryption is problematic. 

Download file 

After the cloud storage, the user can download the file based on key or token.Once the key request was received, the sender can 

send the key or he can decline it. With this key and request id which was generated at the time of sending key request the receiver 

can decrypt the message. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION 

Home Page 
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Admin Login Page 

 
 

 

User Login Page 

 
 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the notion of authorized data de duplication was proposed to protect the data security by including differential 

privileges of users in the duplicate check. We also presented several new de duplication constructions supporting authorized 

duplicate check in hybrid cloud architecture, in which the duplicate-check tokens of files are generated by the private cloud server 

with private keys. Security analysis demonstrates that our schemes are secure in terms of insider and outsider attacks specified in 

the proposed security model. As a proof of concept, we implemented a prototype of our proposed authorized duplicate check scheme 

and conduct test bed experiments on our prototype. We showed that our authorized duplicate check scheme incurs minimal overhead 

compared to convergent encryption and network transfer. 
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